
First Hour (8:30 -9:25)
________________________________

Beginning Dance Sampler
Age Appropriate for: K-2
Hour: 1st
Teacher: Marisa Lebsock
Cost: $23
One time fee: N/A
Prerequisites: N/A
Homework: N/A
Student Supplied Materials:Comfortable dance attire
Description:  In this class we will learn the basics of ballet, jazz, and hip hop. We will explore the
different styles and compare the similarities and differences between what each style has to offer. The
Students will go in depth with the styles and learn skills that match their ability levels. They will also start
to learn how to count the music as they learn choreography to different songs. After exploring the
different styles we will create a compilation performance that shows off all three styles of dance.

Creative Expressions
Age Appropriate for: 7th - 8th Grade
Hour: 1st
Teacher: Mackenzie Daniels
Cost: $27
One time fee: $25 for more expensive supplies
Prerequisites: N/A
Homework: 1-4 hours (optional)
Student Supplied Materials: Basic Sketch pad, Pencil box, Markers, Crayons, Colored pencils, Basic
Brush Set, Watercolor set, Scissors, Oversized Cotton T Shirt or Smock -White or Cream (Will be tie
dyed), Cotton or canvas tote bag (To be painted in class and store supplies)
Description: This fun arts & crafts class will have a different theme each month with grade level
appropriate activities.  Topics covered will vary and include intro to color, artists, and holiday themed
projects. Multiple styles and mediums will be used. Students will have “fun work” to do at home if they
would like to practice what they have learned in class or need to finish a project.
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Beginning Tumbling
Age Appropriate for: K-8
Hour: 1st
Teacher: Sherri Robbins
Cost: $23
One time fee: N/A
Prerequisites: N/A
Homework: N/A
Student Supplied Materials:Comfortable tumbling attire
Description:  This class will provide a place for students to learn or improve on their basic  tumbling
skills.  Skills included are forward and backward roll, handstands, bridges, cartwheels, and other basics
depending on previous skill and knowledge.  Please make sure your student wears comfortable clothing
they can tumble in.

Experimental Science
Age Appropriate for: 3rd - 6th
Hour: 1st
Teacher: Megan Miller
Cost: $26
One time fee: $20 for lab supplies
Prerequisites: None
Homework: 1-2 hours occasionally
Student Supplied Materials: Spiral bound sketchpad, writing utensil, colored pencils and/or fine point
markers, pair of scissors, basic safety glasses
Description:

Students will make and test projectiles, grow plants, launch rockets, learn to do basic chemistry
experiments, search for bacteria, dissect worms, and many other projects as we survey biology,
chemistry, physics, and geology. Because “the difference between science and goofing around is that in
science we write things down.” students will be asked to draw or write their predictions, observations,
and discoveries in a spiral bound sketchbook.  Please note:  We will be using real science tools,
chemicals, etc.  Because of this, students must be willing and able to follow safety instructions.
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High School Composition - For Credit Course
Age Appropriate for: 9th - 12th
Hour: 1st
Teacher: Mary Lanzavecchia
Cost: $33
One time fee: $5 for copies
Prerequisites: A strong foundation in basic grammar and writing skills including topic sentences and a
3-5 paragraph essays.
Homework: 4-5 hours/wk
Student Supplied Materials: Notebook paper, writing utensil, folder or binder, highlighter
Description: This is a traditional high school composition class and will focus on the writing basics that
will include an overview of:
6+1 writing traits
Ideas - the main message
Organization - the internal structure of the piece
Voice - the personal tone and flavor of the author’s message
Word choice – the vocabulary a writer chooses to convey meaning (including word economy)
Sentence Fluency – the rhythm and flow of the language
Conventions - the mechanical correctness
Presentation – how the writing looks on the page.
There will be particular focus on themed statements and analytical writing (including research papers.)

Algebra 1 - For Credit Course
Age Appropriate for: 8th - 12th
Hour: 1st
Teacher: Cristal Sims
Cost: $29
One time fee: $5 for copies
Prerequisites:C or better in Pre-Algebra
Homework: 4-6 hours/wk
Student Supplied Materials: Textbook Saxon Algebra I, 3rd edition, Test forms,Solution manual
Notebook paper, graph paper, writing utensil, folder or binder, calculator
Description: Students will learn topics such as signed numbers, exponents, roots, absolute value,
equations and inequalities, scientific notation, unit conversions, polynomials, graphs, factoring, and
variations.  Geometry topics will be integrated in. Friday class will cover 3-4 lessons each week.T Tests
will be taken every other week, proctored by parent and graded by teacher. Homework will be graded for
completion and students will be expected to check their answers and rework any missed problems.
Syllabus and grades will be posted via the school online gradebook, student, and parent, will need to
access this regularly. Note:  It is recommended that students go over lessons not covered in class.  We
should be able to cover 75% of the textbook during classes.
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Second Hour (9:30 - 10:30)
________________________________

Title: Beginning Dance Sampler
Age Appropriate for: 3rd - 5th Grade
Hour: 2nd
Teacher: Marisa Lebsock
Cost: $23
One time fee: N/A
Prerequisites: N/A
Student Supplied Materials: Comfortable Dance Wear
Description:   In this class we will learn the basics of ballet, jazz, and hip hop. We will explore the
different styles and compare the similarities and differences between what each style has to offer. The
Students will go in depth with the styles and learn skills that match their ability levels. They will also start
to learn how to count the music as they learn choreography to different songs. After exploring the
different styles we will create a compilation performance that shows off all three styles of dance.

Title: All About Art
Age Appropriate for: 3rd - 4th Grade
Hour: 2nd
Teacher: Mackenzie Daniels
Cost: $25
One time fee: $25 for more expensive supplies
Prerequisites: N/A
Homework: 1-4 hours (optional)
Student Supplied Materials: Basic Sketch pad, Pencil box, Markers, Crayons, Colored pencils, Basic
Brush Set, Watercolor set, Scissors, Oversized Cotton T Shirt or Smock -White or Cream (Will be tie
dyed), Cotton or canvas tote bag (To be painted in class and store supplies)
Description: This fun arts & crafts class will have a different theme each month with grade level
appropriate activities.  Topics covered will vary and include intro to color, artists, and holiday themed
projects. Multiple styles and mediums will be used. Students will have “fun work” to do at home if they
would like to practice what they have learned in class or need to finish a project.
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High School Literature - For Credit Course
Age Appropriate for: 9th - 12th
Hour: 2nd
Teacher: Mary Lanzavecchia
Cost: $33
One time fee: $5 for copies
Prerequisites:.
Homework: 4-5 hours/wk
Student Supplied Materials: Notebook paper, writing utensil, folder or binder, highlighter
Description: According to Ezra Pound, “Great literature is simply language charged with meaning to the
upmost possible degree.”Be it  a beloved children’s story, an old, dusty classic manifesto, a
contemporary novel, or a collection of contemporary poems, literature helps us to discover ourselves and
the world around us. Through a sampling of classic, modern, and contemporary pieces across the
genres (novels, short stories, drama, and poetry), students will learn to identify the elements of literature
as a well as the critical analysis of literature (through literary analysis papers and varied projects.)
Possible reading include: To Kill A Mockingbird, Fahrenheit 451, Death of a Salesman, Animal Farm,
Night, Wuthering Heights

Chemistry with Lab - For Credit Course
Age Appropriate for: 9th - 12th
Hour: 2nd
Teacher: Sherri Robbins
Cost: $31
One time fee: $40 for lab supplies
Prerequisites:.Successful completion of Biology or comparable course, Algebra 1, grade level reading
and writing abilities
Homework: 4-5 hours/wk
Student Supplied Materials: Textbook:  Apologia Exploring Creation with Chemistry, 3rd edition,
Plourde & Hughes, Calculator, notebook, paper, pencil or pen, and safety glasses.
Description: Give your student a firm understanding of the basics of Chemistry with Apologia’s Exploring
Creations with Chemistry, 3rd edition.  The sixteen modules in this course will cover measurement &
units, atoms & molecules, atomic structure, molecular structure, polyatomic ions and molecular geometry,
stoichiometry, acid-base chemistry, thermodynamics, kinetics, chemical equilibrium, and more.Students
will be completing a variety of labs while in class. Experiments include measuring specific heat,
measuring the width of a molecule, using the ideal gas equation, recognizing the effects of catalysts, and
more.

Modules will be completed at an average rate of 2 weeks per module.  Students will be graded on a
combination of in class work and homework.  Teacher will grade homework submitted and grades will be
posted via the school online gradebook.

Note:  Please provide your student with a basic Algebra calculator that they know how to use.  The
math/logic requirement need to be considered, as this curriculum assumes the student understands
proportions, solving for x, ratios, and using mathematical formulas.
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Math Tutoring
Age Appropriate for: 9th - 12th
Hour: 2nd
Teacher: Cristal Sims
Cost: $25
One time fee: N/A
Prerequisites:.
Homework:
Student Supplied Materials: Their own math curriculum, pencil and calculator.
Description: This weekly class is to give students approximately 45 minutes of individual help with their
own math curriculum.  The parent is still responsible and students must provide their own materials to
work on.

Geography & Cultures
Age Appropriate for: 6th - 8th
Hour: 2nd
Teacher: Toni Allison
Cost: $27
One time fee:
Prerequisites:.
Homework: 0-4 hours/wk
Student Supplied Materials: Around the World in 180 Days, student workbook 2nd edition by: Sherrie
Payne (Apologia), 3 ring binder, notebook, pencils
Description: Students will take a grand tour, one continent at a time around the world! We will learn
about the different geography, cultures and foods that go along with each place we visit. We will even
have the opportunity to learn to cook and taste dishes from many different cultures. Students will be
participating in class discussions, workbook assignments, class projects and cultural cooking lessons
throughout the year. Using a  variety of resources, we will dive into the geography, history, religion,
current events, and culture of all seven continents. Students will be using an atlas, encyclopedia and
textbooks to find geographical elements, define new terms, describe the geography of a certain area,
and more.

ABC Art
Age Appropriate for: K - 2nd
Hour: 2nd
Teacher: Jessica Fink
Cost: $25
One time fee: $15 for supplies
Prerequisites:.
Homework: N/A
Student Supplied Materials:
Description: Students will be creating an art piece corresponding with each letter of the alphabet while
learning about the sounds and uses of that letter.
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Preschool - 2 Hour Class
Age Appropriate for: 3 - 5 years old
Hour: 2nd & 3rd
Teacher: Mary Inman
Cost: $$37
One time fee: $25 for supplies and snacks
Prerequisites:.Potty trained.  Able to sit with a class for 10 -15 minutes at a time
Homework: N/A
Student Supplied Materials:
Description: This is a class that will expose children to the concepts and curriculum as they prepare for
Kingergarten.  Teaching experiences are hands on and open ended using print materials, songs, games,
crafts, and  age appropriate tools such as scissors. Subject material will cover a wide range including
numbers, letters, opposites, money, time, patterns, sizes, reading comprehension, vocabulary building,
and so much more!
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Third Hour (10:30 - 11:30)
________________________________

Title: Beginning Dance Sampler
Age Appropriate for: 6th - 8th
Hour: 3rd
Teacher: Marisa Lebsock
Cost: $23
One time fee: N/A
Prerequisites: N/A
Student Supplied Materials: Comfortable dance wear
Description: In this class we will learn the basics of ballet, jazz, and hip hop. We will explore the
different styles and compare the similarities and differences between what each style has to offer. The
Students will go in depth with the styles and learn skills that match their ability levels. They will also start
to learn how to count the music as they learn choreography to different songs. After exploring the
different styles we will create a compilation performance that shows off all three styles of dance.

Title: Creative Hearts
Age Appropriate for: K - 2nd Grade
Hour: 3rd
Teacher: Mackenzie Daniels
Cost: $24
One time fee: $25 for more expensive supplies
Prerequisites: N/A
Homework: 1-4 hours (optional)
Student Supplied Materials: Basic Sketch pad, Pencil box, Markers, Crayons, Colored pencils, Basic
Brush Set, Watercolor set, Scissors, Oversized Cotton T Shirt or Smock -White or Cream (Will be tie
dyed), Cotton or canvas tote bag (To be painted in class and store supplies)
Description: This fun arts & crafts class will have a different theme each month with grade level
appropriate activities.  Topics covered will vary and include intro to color, artists, and holiday themed
projects. Multiple styles and mediums will be used. Students will have “fun work” to do at home if they
would like to practice what they have learned in class or need to finish a project.
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Physical Science with Lab - For Credit Course
Age Appropriate for: 8th - 12th
Hour: 3rd
Teacher: Cristal Sims
Cost: $29
One time fee: $25 for lab supplies
Prerequisites:.Grade level reading, writing and math skills
Homework: 4-5 hours/wk
Student Supplied Materials: Exploring Creating with Physical Science, 2nd edition, Dr. Jay L. Wile.
AND the Student Notebook, Solutions & Test Booklet, Basic calculator, Pencil
Description: This course is the last one in the Apologia series to get students ready for high school
Biology and beyond.  It begins with a detailed discussion of the world around and what makes it
work.Topics include:  air, the atmosphere, water, hydrosphere, weather, motion, and Newton’s Law. Each
module will be covered every 2 weeks with a take home test after each.  Friday classes will mainly focus
on experiments and highlights of the module.Students will be expected to have the reading and any
homework done before each class so they will be able to participate.

Karate
Age Appropriate for: 7th - 12th
Hour: 3rd
Teacher: Scott Pedersen
Cost: $28
One time fee: $20 – only if they don’t have a uniform
Prerequisites:.
Homework:
Student Supplied Materials: Uniform if returning student
Description: Karate is the perfect combination of learning and fun!  The older kids in this class focus
more heavily on self-defense training but, as with the younger children, all students learn the difference
between right and wrong time to use their martial arts skills.  Learning, setting challenges and achieving
goals gives them a sense of accomplishment and worth; and feeling good about themselves empowers
the child to act and be themselves comfortably around others.  It also strengthens them to make correct
choices when faced with peer pressure.

Adventures in Literature
Age Appropriate for: 3rd - 5th
Hour: 3rd
Teacher: Robin Riley
Cost: $25
One time fee: $15 for supplies
Prerequisites:.N/A
Homework:
Student Supplied Materials: writing utensil
Description: Let’s have fun with books and art for older elementary students!  We will read an
age-appropriate book each month and do a different activity each week relating to the story.  We aim to
increase reading comprehension, while utilizing a variety of materials to aid students in developing their
creative expression.
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Baking Basics
Age Appropriate for: 1st - 3rd
Hour: 3rd
Teacher: Jessica Fink
Cost: $25
One time fee: $25 for baking supplies
Prerequisites:.
Homework:
Student Supplied Materials:
Description: Students will learn the basics of baking. This will include measuring, following a recipe,
safety, and cleanup

French - Hybrid course requiring 2 virtual meetings/wk additional (For Credit Course)
Age Appropriate for: 9th - 12th
Hour: 3rd
Teacher: Mary Lanzavecchia
Cost: $63
One time fee: $5 for copies
Prerequisites:.
Homework: 4-5 hours/wk + 2 additional meetings/wk
Student Supplied Materials: Notebook paper, writing utensil, folder or binder, highlighter
Description: This is a French 1 class for high school students with limited or no experience with the
French language. Students will learn to communicate orally and in written form about daily life.
Instruction will include listening comprehension, speaking, reading, and writing in addition to French
culture and history.

NOTE: Because I have learned that it is extremely difficult to learn a foreign language when meeting only
once a week, this class meets 3 times per week (on Friday in person and two other times via Zoom; likely
Monday and Wednesday.) The other class meetings are not optional. Therefore, 3 of 5 hours per weekly
work load will be contact hours.
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Fourth Hour (12:05 - 1:00)
________________________________

Title: Art Unlimited
Age Appropriate for: 5th - 6th Grade
Hour: 4th
Teacher: Mackenzie Daniels
Cost: $25
One time fee: $25 for more expensive supplies
Prerequisites: N/A
Homework: 1-4 hours (optional)
Student Supplied Materials: Basic Sketch pad, Pencil box, Markers, Crayons, Colored pencils, Basic
Brush Set, Watercolor set, Scissors, Oversized Cotton T Shirt or Smock -White or Cream (Will be tie
dyed), Cotton or canvas tote bag (To be painted in class and store supplies)
Description: This fun arts & crafts class will have a different theme each month with grade level
appropriate activities.  Topics covered will vary and include intro to color, artists, and holiday themed
projects. Multiple styles and mediums will be used. Students will have “fun work” to do at home if they
would like to practice what they have learned in class or need to finish a project.

Government and International Relations - For Credit Course
Age Appropriate for: 9th - 12th
Hour: 4th
Teacher: Mary Lanzavecchia
Cost: $33
One time fee: $5 for copies
Prerequisites:.
Homework: 4-5 hours/wk
Student Supplied Materials: Notebook paper, writing utensil, folder or binder, highlighter
Description: During the first semester, students will focus on the foundations and organizational
structure of the US federal, state, and city governments. In addition, through a variety of writing
assignments, projects, and relevant current events, students will gain a deeper understanding of the role
of government in domestic and foreign affairs. In the second semester, we dig deeper into US foreign
policy, international relations in the post-WWII world, and the contemporary changes in policy. Students
will be challenged to develop and use critical thinking and research skills while analyzing transnational
issues and proposing creative and feasible solutions. Depending on class size, students will participate in
a Foreign Relations Simulation game to analyze and express government positions on world problems
and, in turn, become more globally aware.
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Adventures in Storybooks
Age Appropriate for: K - 2nd
Hour: 4th
Teacher: Robin Riley
Cost: $25
One time fee: $15 for supplies
Prerequisites:.N/A
Homework:N/A
Student Supplied Materials: writing utensil
Description: Let’s have fun with books and art! We will read an age-appropriate book each week and do
a small activity relating to the story

Kids Karate
Age Appropriate for: 2nd - 6th
Hour: 4th
Teacher: Scott Pedersen
Cost: $28
One time fee: $20 – only if they don’t have a uniform
Prerequisites:.
Homework:
Student Supplied Materials:
Description: Kids karate focuses on children’s safety and character development through fun drills,
exercises and martial art related games!  The students grow both physically (improving balance,
coordination and fitness) and mentally (improving self-confidence and demonstrating focus, discipline
and respect for others).  Also, in their self-defense training, the children learn the difference between the
right and wrong time to use their martial arts skills.

Colorado History
Age Appropriate for: 3rd - 5th grade
Hour: 4th
Teacher: Naomi Thacker
Cost: $23
One time fee: $5 for copies
Prerequisites:.
Homework:
Student Supplied Materials: Writing utensil, folder
Description: Each week we will look at a different historical event from our colorful state's history. All
work will be completed in class.
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